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Blind Detection with Polar Codes
Carlo Condo, Seyyed Ali Hashemi, Warren J. Gross
Abstract—In blind detection, a set of candidates has to be
decoded within a strict time constraint, to identify which trans-
missions are directed at the user equipment. Blind detection is an
operation required by the 3GPP LTE/LTE-Advanced standard,
and it will be required in the 5th generation wireless commu-
nication standard (5G) as well. We propose a blind detection
scheme based on polar codes, where the radio network temporary
identifier (RNTI) is transmitted instead of some of the frozen bits.
A low-complexity decoding stage decodes all candidates, selecting
a subset that is decoded by a high-performance algorithm.
Simulations results show good missed detection and false alarm
rates, that meet the system specifications. We also propose an
early stopping criterion for the second decoding stage that can
reduce the number of operations performed, improving both
average latency and energy consumption. The detection speed is
analyzed and different system parameter combinations are shown
to meet the stringent timing requirements, leading to various
implementation trade-offs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Blind decoding, or blind detection, is an operation foreseen
by the 3GPP LTE/LTE-Advanced standards to allow the user
equipment (UE) to gather control information related to the
downlink shared channel. The UE attempts the decoding of
a set of candidates determined by combinations of system
parameters, to identify if one of the candidates holds its
control information. The scheme used in LTE relies on the
concatenation of a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) with a
convolutional code.
Blind detection will be present also in the 5th generation
wireless communication standard (5G): ongoing discussions
are considering a substantial reduction of the time frame
allocated to blind detection, from 16µs to 4µs. Blind detection
must be performed very frequently, and given the high number
of decoding attempts that must be performed in a limited time
[1], it can lead to large implementation costs and high energy
consumption.
Polar codes are linear block codes, with proven capacity-
achieving property and a low-complexity encoding and de-
coding process [2]. They have been chosen to be adopted in
5G [3]. Successive-cancellation (SC) is the first polar code
decoding algorithm: while optimal for infinite code lengths,
it grants mediocre error-correction performance at moderate
and short code lengths. In its standard formulation, it also
has long decoding latency. SC list (SCL) decoding has been
proposed in [4] to improve the error-correction performance of
SC, sacrificing speed. Subsequent works [5]–[8] have proposed
improvements to both SC and SCL decoding speed.
The blind detection of polar codes has been independently
researched in the recent work [11], where a detection metric
based on constituent codes has been developed. In this paper,
we propose a blind detection scheme based on polar codes. A
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Fig. 1: Binary tree example for P(16, 8). White circles at s =
0 are frozen bits, black circles at s = 0 are information bits.
first SC decoding stage helps selecting a set of candidates,
subsequently decoded with SCL. The scheme is evaluated
in terms of error-correction capability, missed detections and
false alarms, showing its compliance with the requirements of
the standard. An early stopping criterion for SCL is also pro-
posed to reduce energy consumption and average latency. The
detection speed is analyzed, identifying possible combinations
of system parameters to meet the standard current and future
timing constraints.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Polar Codes
A polar code of length N = 2n and rate K/N , denoted
as P(N,K), is a linear block code that can be expressed
as the concatenation of two polar codes of length N/2. This
recursive construction is represented by a modulo-2 matrix
multiplication as x = uG⊗n, where u = {u0, u1, . . . , uN−1}
is the input vector, x = {x0, x1, . . . , xN−1} is the codeword,
and the generator matrix G⊗n is the n-th Kronecker product
of the polarizing matrix G =
[
1 0
1 1
]
. The polar code structure
allows to identify, in the N -bit input vector u, reliable and
unreliable bit-channels. The K information bits are assigned
to the most reliable bit-channels of u, while the remaining
N − K , called frozen bits, are set to a predefined value,
usually 0. Codeword x is transmitted through the channel, and
the decoder receives the Logarithmic Likelihood Ratio (LLR)
vector y = {y0, y1, . . . , yN−1}.
Along with the definition of polar codes, in [2], the SC
decoder is proposed. The SC-based decoding process can
be represented as a binary tree search, in which the tree is
explored depth first, with priority to the left branches. Fig. 1
shows an example of SC decoding tree for P(16, 8), where
nodes at stage s contain 2s bits. White leaf nodes are frozen
bits, while black leaf nodes are information bits.
Fig. 2 portrays the message passing among SC tree nodes.
Parents pass LLR values α to children, that send in return the
hard bit estimates β. The left and right branch messages αl
and αr, in the hardware-friendly version of [9], are computed
as
αli =sgn(αi)sgn(αi+2s−1)min(|αi|, |αi+2s−1 |) (1)
αri =αi+2s−1 + (1− 2β
l
i)αi, (2)
while β is computed as
βi =
{
βli ⊕ β
r
i, if i < 2
s−1
βr
i−2s−1
, otherwise,
(3)
where ⊕ denotes the bitwise XOR. The SC operations are
scheduled according to the following order: each node receives
α first, then sends αl, receives βl, sends αr, receives βr, and
finally sends β. When a leaf node is reached, βi is set as the
estimated bit uˆi:
uˆi =
{
0, if i ∈ F or αi ≥ 0,
1, otherwise,
(4)
where F is the set of frozen bits.
The SC decoding process requires full tree exploration:
however, in [5], [10] it has been shown that it is possible to
prune the tree by identifying patterns in the sequence of frozen
and information bits, achieving substantial speed increments.
This improved SC decoding is called fast simplified SC (Fast-
SSC).
SC decoding suffers from modest error correction perfor-
mance with moderate and short code lengths. To improve it,
the SCL algorithm was proposed in [4]. It is based on the
same process as SC, but each time that a bit is estimated at a
leaf node, both its possible values 0 and 1 are considered. A
set of L codeword candidates is stored, so that a bit estimation
results in 2L new candidates, half of which must be discarded.
To this purpose, a Path Metric (PM) is associated to each
candidate and updated at every new estimate: the L paths with
the lowest PM survive. In the LLR-based SCL proposed in
[12], the hardware-friendly formulation of the PM is
PMil =
{
PMi−1l , if uˆil =
1
2
(1− sgn (αil)) ,
PMi−1l + |αil |, otherwise,
(5)
where l is the path index and uˆjl is the estimate of bit j at
path l. As with SC decoding, SCL tree pruning techniques
relying on the identification of frozen-information bit patterns
have been proposed in [7], [8], called simplified SCL (SSCL)
and Fast-SSCL.
B. Blind Detection
The physical downlink control channel (PDCCH) is used
in 3GPP LTE/LTE-Advanced to transmit the downlink control
information (DCI) related to the downlink shared channel. The
DCI carries information regarding the channel resource allo-
cation, transport format and hybrid automatic repeat request,
and allows the UE to receive, demodulate and decode.
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Fig. 2: Message passing in tree graph representation of SC
decoding.
A CRC is attached to the DCI payload before transmission.
The CRC is masked according to the radio network temporary
identifier (RNTI) of the UE to which the transmission is
directed, or according to one of the system-wide RNTIs.
Finally, the DCI is encoded with a convolutional code. The
UE is not aware of the format with which the DCI has been
transmitted: it thus has to explore a combination of PDCCH
locations, PDCCH formats, and DCI formats in the common
search space (CSS) and UE-specific search space (UESSS)
and attempt decoding to identify useful DCIs. This process is
called blind decoding, or blind detection. For each PDCCH
candidate in the search space, the UE performs channel
decoding, and demasks the CRC with its UE RNTI. If no
error is found in the CRC, the DCI is considered as carrying
the UE control information.
Based on LTE standard R8 [1], the performance specifica-
tions for the blind detection process are the following:
• The DCI of PDCCH is from 8 to 57 bits plus 16-bit CRC,
masked by 16-bit RNTI.
• In UESSS, a maximum of 2 DCI formats can be sent
per transmission time interval (TTI) for 2 potential frame
lengths. Therefore, 16 candidate locations in UESSS →
32 candidates.
• In CSS, a maximum of 2 DCI formats can be sent per
TTI for 2 potential frame lengths. Therefore, 6 candidate
locations in CSS → 12 candidates.
• Code length could be between 72 and 576 bits.
• Information length (including 16-bit CRC) could be be-
tween 24 and 73 bits.
• Target signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is dependent on the
targeted block error rate (BLER): 10−2.
• There are two types of false-alarm scenarios: Type-1,
when the UE RNTI is not transmitted but detected, and
Type-2, when the UE RNTI is transmitted but another one
is detected. The target false-alarm rate (FAR) is below
10−4.
• Missed detection occurs when UE RNTI is transmitted
but not detected. The missed detection rate (MDR) is
close to BLER curve.
• The available time frame for blind detection is 16µs.
III. PROPOSED BLIND DETECTION SCHEME
We propose the use of polar codes in a blind detection
framework, and provide a novel blind detection scheme. In
particular, we avoid the use of a CRC, by using some of the
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Fig. 3: Blind detection with polar codes scheme.
frozen bit positions to instead transmit the RNTI. Fig. 3 shows
the block diagram of the devised blind detection scheme. C1
candidates are received at the same time: in our case, C1 = 44.
The C1 candidates are decoded with the SC algorithm: the
short code lengths considered by the standard allow to keep
the latency in check. Moreover, the low implementation com-
plexity of SC allows to have multiple decoders in parallel. A
PM is obtained for each candidate: the PM is equivalent to
the LLR of the last decoded bit. The PMs are then sorted,
to help the selection of the best candidates to forward to the
following decoding stage. C2 candidates are in fact selected
to be decoded with the powerful SCL decoding algorithm.
SCL has a better error correction performance, but a higher
implementation complexity. The C2 candidates are chosen as:
1) All candidates whose RNTI, after SC decoding, matches
the one assigned to the UE. If more than C2 are present,
the ones with the highest PMs are selected.
2) If free slots among the C2 remain, the candidates with
the smallest PMs are selected. The candidates with large
PMs have higher probability to be correctly decoded:
if their RNTI does not match the one assigned to the
UE, it is probably a different one. On the other hand,
candidates with small PMs have a higher chance of being
incorrectly decoded, and a transmission to the UE might
be hiding among them.
After SCL decoding, if one of the C2 candidates matches the
UE RNTI, it is selected, otherwise no selection is attempted.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
We have built a simulation environment to evaluate the
feasibility to use polar codes in a blind detection framework.
We have performed simulations to evaluate the BLER, MDR
and FAR of the proposed blind detection scheme under a
variety of parameters. Three block lengths (128, 256, 512) and
four information lengths (8, 16, 32, 57) have been considered.
The position of the RNTI has been selected according to two
operation modes:
• RNTI Mode 1 (RM1): RNTI bits are the most reliable
after the K information bits.
• RNTI Mode 2 (RM2): RNTI bits are the most reliable,
while the K information bits are the most reliable after
the RNTI bits.
Moreover, four SCL candidates C2 (4, 5, 6, 7), and three list
sizes L (2, 4, 8), have been considered as well.
Fig. 4 depicts the BLER of the simulated codes after SC
decoding only. It can be seen that the difference between RM1
and RM2 is generally negligible. A missed detection occurs
when the UE fails to identify its RNTI among the received
frames. Fig. 5 depicts the MDR after SCL decoding, where
MDR is defined as the number of missed detections over the
number of transmissions in which the UE RNTI was sent.
MDR simulations consider C1/2 candidates of length N1,
and C1/2 candidates of length N2, all with an information
length of K1 = K2 = K bits. The UE RNTI is randomly
transmitted through one of the C1 possible codes. The drawn
curves consider the extreme values of the C2 and L simulation
space, i.e C2 = (4, 7) and L = (2, 8). Performance of the
intermediate values sits in between the portrayed ones. It can
be observed that increasing C2 and L leads to better MDR,
regardless of the code lengths and rates. Increasing C2 rises
the probability of having, among the C2 SCL candidates, the
one whose RNTI matches the UE RNTI. A larger L improves
the error correction-performance of the SCL algorithm. RM2
has a substantial advantage over RM1 when MDR is high, and
grants slight improvements at lower MDR, as shown on the
yellow and blue curves in Fig. 5. In general, the MDR curve
is shown to be substantially lower than the BLER curve.
The false alarm curves shown in Fig. 6 report the com-
bination of Type-1 and Type-2 errors. All curves have been
obtained over 105 transmissions, in half of which the UE RNTI
was sent. The blue and black curves have been obtained with
very few counted errors (< 10): given the total number of
simulated transmissions, we can reliably upper bound the FAR
at < 10−3. These curves, however, have been obtained with
sequential RNTIs, as a worst case: even if the RNTI is 16-bit
long, the C1 RNTIs go from 0 to C1 − 1. This increases the
probability of false alarms. Thus, the last four curves in Fig. 6
(dash-dot curve pattern) show results obtained with the RNTIs
of the C1 candidates assuming random values over the full
16-bit dynamic; these curves show orders of magnitude lower
FAR with respect to the sequential RNTIs case. They have
been obtained over 106 transmissions. ForK = 8 andK = 16,
< 10 errors have been counted over the 106 trials, thus we can
reliably upper bound the FAR at 10−4. Simulations show that
the MDR is not affected by the randomization of the RNTI
values.
V. EARLY STOPPING
This section presents an early stopping criterion effective in
reducing the average time needed by the second phase of the
blind detection scheme, the SCL decoding. The first phase of
the proposed blind detection scheme requires the full decoding
of each candidate, in order to identify the C2 codewords
that will be decoded with SCL. In the SCL decoding phase,
however, all codewords whose RNTI does not match the UE
RNTI will surely be discarded. Thus, as soon as the RNTI
is shown to be different, the decoding can be interrupted.
Since SC-based decoding algorithms estimate codeword bits
sequentially, the RNTI evaluation can be performed every time
an RNTI bit is estimated. In case the estimated bit is different
from the UE RNTI bit, the decoding is stopped. Algorithm 1
describes in detail the proposed early stopping criterion. Let us
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Fig. 4: BLER curves after SC decoding.
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Fig. 5: Missed detection ratios after SCL decoding, for transmissions including C1/2 N1 = 128 and C1/2 N2 = 256.
consider the set of L newly estimated bits E. If E corresponds
to an RNTI bit, each path j, with 0 ≤ j < L, compares
Ej to the related UE RNTI bit. It they are not equal, path j
is deactivated, and when all paths are deactivated, the SCL
decoder is stopped.
The average number of estimated bits is heavily dependent
on the position of the RNTI bits within the polar code.
In particular, if the bits assigned to the RNTI are towards
the left of the decoding tree, a non-matching RNTI will be
identified earlier in the decoding process, leading to a lower
average number of estimated bits. We consequently evaluated
the performance of the proposed early stopping criterion when
the RNTI bits are assigned to the leftmost positions among
the K+16 most reliable ones: we call this RNTI bit selection
method RNTI Mode 3 (RM3). RM3 selects bits of intermedi-
ate reliability between RM1 and RM2: since the difference in
terms of error correction performance between RM1 and RM2
is negligible, RM3 does not cause any BER/FER degradation.
Algorithm 1: SCL early stopping criterion
input : Set of the L estimated bits E
input : Next RNTI bit index w
output: Next RNTI bit index w
begin
if E ∈ RNTI then
for j = 0 : L− 1 do
if Ej == RNTIw then
Path j is maintained active
else
Path j is deactivated
w = w + 1
else
All paths are maintained active
if all j paths are deactivated then
Stop SCL decoder
Fig. 7 shows the average percentage of estimated bits when
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Fig. 7: Average percentage of SCL estimated bits with early stopping, randomized transmitted RNTIs, RM3.
the proposed early stopping criterion is applied, together with
RM3 and RNTI randomization. These results consider each of
the C2 candidates separately, since the number of candidates
of length N1 and N2 decoded with SCL depends on the SC
path metrics, and thus on channel noise. Moreover, we have
observed that the average number of estimated bits undergoes
negligible variations when different list sizes L are considered:
nevertheless, the reported curves are averaged between L = 2
and L = 8. The solid curves have been obtained with the
UE RNTI being sent through the considered code. It can
be seen that as the channel conditions improve, the number
of estimated bits increases until a plateau region is reached.
This is due to the fact that when the SNR is low, it is more
likely that the codeword with the UE RNTI will not be among
the C2 SCL candidates. Thus, even if there are errors in the
codeword, the SCL decoders will easily encounter RNTI bits
different from the UE RNTI early in the decoding process. As
the SNR increases, the codeword with the UE RNTI will be
among the C2 candidates with rising probability. In parallel,
the SCL decoder to which it is assigned will not interrupt
the decoding, leading to 100% estimated bits, while the other
C2 − 1 decoders will stop the decoding early, finally settling
the average estimated bit percentage at a stable value. This
is easily noticed in the N = 256, K = 32 red curve, where
from SNR=−1dB onwards the percentage stays at 56.2%. This
percentage would be higher if RM1 was used (81.5% in this
case). The dashed curves have been obtained simulating cases
in which the UE RNTI was not sent. It is possible to see how
the average estimated bit percentage remains constant as the
SNR changes: since among the C2 candidates there is never
one whose RNTI matches the UE RNTI, all SCL decoders
tend to stop the decoding early.
VI. DETECTION SPEED
The blind detection process in LTE needs to be performed in
16µs: however, ongoing discussions in the 5G standardization
process might shorten the available time to 4µs. We thus
analyze the duration of the blind detection process based on
polar codes, according to the system parameters. The analysis
TABLE I: Time-Steps Requirements
Decoding Algorithm
SC Fast-SSC SCL SSCL Fast-SSCL L = 2
P(128, 8) 254 43 278 79 71
P(128, 16) 254 46 286 81 67
P(128, 32) 254 49 302 112 86
P(128, 57) 254 52 327 134 84
P(256, 8) 510 94 534 122 120
P(256, 16) 510 97 542 130 125
P(256, 32) 510 109 558 163 149
P(256, 57) 510 127 583 226 203
P(512, 8) 1022 37 1046 71 64
P(512, 16) 1022 64 1054 110 101
P(512, 32) 1022 85 1070 140 124
P(512, 57) 1022 91 1095 193 163
does not take in account the early stopping criterion, thus
providing worst-case results. The average latency gain brought
by early stopping of SCL is dependent on the code size of the
C2 candidates, that cannot be foreseen at design time.
Assuming to decode with SC all the N1-length locations
first, and the N2-length locations after, the number of time-
steps required to complete the different phases is the following:
Tbd =
⌈
C1
NSC
⌉(
T 1SC
2
+
T 2SC
2
)
+ Tsort +
⌈
C2
NSCL
⌉
TSCL (6)
where NSC and NSCL are the number of SC and SCL decoders
working in parallel, and T 1SC and T
2
SC are the SC decoding
latencies for codes of length N1 and N2, respectively. TSCL
is the decoding latency of an SCL decoder, while Tsort is the
number of time steps required to obtain the C2 SCL candidates
out of the C1 candidate locations through sorting. The worst
case for TSC and TSCL occurs when the standard SC and
SCL algorithms are applied, without exploiting tree-pruning
techniques that rely on constituent codes, like in Fast-SSC
[5], SSCL [7] and Fast-SSCL [8]. In the traditional SC and
SCL cases, the decoding latencies can be expressed as:
T iSC = 2Ni − 2
TSCL = max(2N1 +K1, 2N2 +K2) +RNTIb − 2
where RNTIb represents the number of bits assigned to the
RNTI. In our case, we can fix parameters C1 = 44 and
RNTIb = 16, and estimate Tsort, whose contribution to
the latency is minimal, as Tsort = C2. The worst case sees
N1 = 512, N2 = 256, K1 = K2 = 57. The 4µs mark is
achieved with f = 800 MHz, NSC = 22, NSCL = C2.
Considering the Fast-SSC, SSCL and Fast-SSCL algorithms
allows to exploit particular patterns of frozen and information
bits to reduce the decoding latency and thus the complexity
needed to reach the 4µs target. The achievable gain depends
on the code structure. In our case, the number of time steps
necessary for the decoding of each considered code with
different decoding algorithms is detailed in Table I. The worst
case occurs for N1 = N2 = 256, K1 = 57, K2 = 32. Results
are valid for RM1, RM2, and RM3, since for the decoding
process the RNTI bits are considered information bits.
TABLE II: Parameters needed to meet the 4µs target
Algorithm f [MHz] NSC NSCL Latency [µs]
SC + SCL 800 22 C2 3.9
300 11 C2/2 3.8
Fast-SSC +
400 8 C2/2 3.7
SSCL
500 5 C2/2 3.5
600 4 C2/2 3.8
700 3 C2/2 4.0
300 11 C2/2 3.7
Fast-SSC +
400 7 C2/2 3.9
Fast-SSCL, L = 2
500 5 C2/2 3.4
600 4 C2/2 3.8
700 3 C2/2 3.9
Table II reports combinations of parameters that satisfy
the 4µs target. It is possible to see that the faster decoding
process of Fast-SSC and SSCL allows to drastically reduce
the resource needed to meet the latency target with respect to
standard SC and SCL.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this work we have proposed a novel blind detection
scheme that relies on polar codes and does not need a cyclic
redundancy check. Simulation results show that the scheme
can easily outperform the 3GPP LTE/LTE-Advanced require-
ments in terms of missed-detection rate and false-alarm rate.
An early stopping criterion is proposed and evaluated, showing
that the average number of operations in the second phase
of the blind detection scheme can be substantially reduced
at no cost in performance. The time complexity of the blind
detection scheme is then analyzed: using common polar code
decoding algorithms, the 4µs latency target can be met with a
variety of system parameter combinations.
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